We consider the Higgs boson anomalous FCNC interactions with u, c, d, s and b quarks using the effective field theory framework. Constraints on anomalous couplings are derived from experimental results on Higgs boson production with subsequent decay into bb pair at LHC with √ s = 13 TeV. Upper limits on the branching fractions of H → bs and H → bd are set by performing a realistic detector simulation and accurately reproducing analysis selections of the CMS Higgs boson measurement in the four-lepton final state at √ s = 13 TeV. The searches are projected into operation conditions of HL-LHC. Sensitivity at FCC-hh to anomalous FCNC interactions is studied based on Higgs boson production with H → γγ decay channel. It is shown that at FCC-hh machine one can expect to set the upper limits of the order of 10 −2 at 95% CL for B(H → bs) and B(H → bd).
Introduction
The discovery of Higgs boson by the Large Hadron Collider (LHC) [1, 2] experiments has opened up new area of direct searches for physics Beyond Standard Model (BSM). One of the possible anomalous interaction is the Higgs-mediated flavour-changing neutral currents (FCNC). These processes are forbidden in Standard Model (SM) at tree level and are strongly suppressed in loop corrections by the Glashow-Iliopoulos-Maiani mechanism [3] .
The Higgs mediated FCNC in top-quark sector is actively investigated at LHC [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] by searching for tt production with one top quark decay through a FCNC channel and other follow the dominant SM decay t → bW . The results of the searches are summarized in Table 1 . 4.7 × 10 −3 [8] The FCNC couplings of the Higgs to the rest SM quarks can affect various low-energy precision measurements. The strongest indirect bounds on FCNC quark-quark-Higgs couplings came from measurement of B d,s −B d,s , K 0 − K 0 and D 0 −D 0 oscillations [9] . The corresponding constraints on FCNC couplings translated into upper limits on branching fractions of the FCNC decays of Higgs boson to u, d, s, c, b quarks are summarized in the Table 2 . Due to huge QCD background the experiments at LHC are less sensitive to searching for FCNC decays of the Higgs boson. On the other hand the direct probes of such processes could complement the indirect limits. In addition in possible BSM scenarios the branching ratio of H →can be enhanced with keeping other low-energy flavour observables approximately at their SM values [10, 11] . Therefor, the searches for FCNC Higgs boson interactions are very important and could be considered as a complementary probe of new physics.
At the moment there is no any experimental evidence of the FCNC process. Future research and increase of the experimental sensitivity are related to the proposed energy-frontier colliders [12] [13] [14] [15] such as High Luminosity LHC (HL-LHC) [16] and Future Circular Collider (FCC-hh) project, defined by the target of 100 TeV proton-proton collisions with a total integrated luminosity of 30 ab −1 [17, 18] . In this article we invested the contribution of FCNC interactions to the single Higgs boson production ( fig. 1, left) and Higgs boson production in association with a light quark ( fig. 1, center and right) . The limits on Higgs boson FCNC interactions based on recent LHC data are obtained and the searches are projected into operation conditions of HL-LHC [16] and FCC-hh projects. The cross section ratio for the different processes are presented in table 1. [9] for details).
Observable Constraint 
The constraints from the current Higgs production cross-sections
The flavor-violating couplings may arise from different sources [19] . In this article we use the effective field theory approach (EFT) [20] [21] [22] for describing the effects of BSM physics in Higgs interactions. The effective Lagrangian (up to dimension-six gauge-invariant effective operators) has the form as follows [23, 24] :
where
and κ RH are complex in general. Note, that in our analysis these couplings are appeared in the combination
Thus, in what follows we set
The Higgs decays width resulted from (1) equals:
The very rough estimates of the coupling κcould be obtained from the Higgs production in the pp-collisions at LHC [25, 26] :
We use the experimental results from ATLAS and CMS collaborations: [26] and for estimates we set
In order to get the constraints on anomalous constants κwe consider the ratio:μ
where (...) SM and (...) SM +F CN C stands for SM and SM+FCNC contributions to Higgs production and decays. The value B det equals branching fractions of the Higgs decays into quark-antiquark pair times the B-tagging and B miss-tagging efficiencies (from ATLAS paper [25] )
So, for SM and SM+FCNC scenarios we have:
We use the MG5 aMC@NLO 2.5.2 [27] package (see section 3) for estimation of the Higgs anomalous production cross-sections at √ s = 13 TeV:
Then, from requirement onμ b from (6) we get the constraints on the anomalous couplings κ. To avoid ambiguities due to different normalizations of the couplings in the Lagrangian, the branching ratios of the corresponding FCNC processes are also used for presentation of the results. Certainly, these constraints are much worse as indirect constraints, given if the Table 2 . However, these constraints are first ones resulted from direct searches of the Higgs FCNC interactions with the light quarks.
Event generation
The estimation based on (7) does not take into account the differences in kinematics of the SM and FCNC Higgs boson production processes. In [29] and the model is interfaced with generators using the UFO module [30] . The events are generated using the MG5 aMC@NLO 2.5.2 [27] package, with subsequent showering and hadronization in Pythia 8.230 [31] . The NNPDF3.0 [32] PDF sets are used. The detector simulation has been performed with the fast simulation tool Delphes 3.4.2 [33] using the corresponding detectors parameterization cards. No additional pileup interactions are added to the simulation. The cross-sections for Higgs boson productions associated with zero or one jet and mediated by FCNC couplings in proton-proton collisions for different centre-of-mass energy are given in the Table 4 . Note, these values are evaluated for Higss production with 0 or 1 jet using the MLM matching scheme [34] . Therefore, they are greater then those used in previous section.
Constrain from Higgs boson measurement in the four-lepton final state at √ s = 13 TeV
In this section, we obtain upper the limit on the B(H → bs) and B(H → bd) branching fractions using constraints on Higgs boson measurement in the four-lepton final state at √ s = 13 TeV from CMS experiment at LHC [35] from the reaction as follows:
In order to accurately incorporate the effects of the analyses efficiency different for the SM and FCNC Higgs boson production we reproduce the events selections from [35] . The four-lepton candidates build ZZ pairs. One Z candidate is defined as pairs of two opposite charge and matching flavour leptons (e + e − , µ + µ − ) that satisfy 12 < m ll < 120 GeV. Electrons are reconstructed within the geometrical acceptance defined by pseudorapidity |η e | < 2.5 and for transverse momentum p The Z candidate with reconstructed mass m ll closest to the nominal Z boson mass is denoted as Z 1 , and the second one is denoted as Z 2 . The Z 1 invariant mass must be larger than 40 GeV. In the 4µ and 4e sub-channels the ZZ event with reconstructed mass m Z2 ≥ 12 GeV and m Z1 closest to the nominal Z boson mass. All four opposite-charge lepton pairs that can be built with the four leptons (irrespective of flavor) are required to satisfy m l
GeV. Finally, the four-lepton invariant mass should be of the Higgs boson in a 118 < m 4l < 130 GeV.
The comparison of selection efficiencies for FCNC Higgs boson production processes are presented in Table 5 . The simulation of the SM Higgs boson production with Delphes show good agreement with reference Geant4 results taken from [35] . The selection efficiency is different for different FCNC Higgs boson productions processes due to the presence of the valence d quark in bdH vertex (as compared to bs → H production).
Statistical analyses is performed based on the number of selected events (after the cut on 118 < m 4l < 130 GeV) where the expected number of signal FCNC events is from our modeling and the observed and expected number of background events are taken from the CMS experimental results [35] . For the signal processes lepton energy resolution (20%), lepton energy scale (0.3%), lepton identification (9% on the overall event yield) and luminosity (2.6%) uncertainties are taken into account. The uncertainty from the renormalization and factorization scale is determined by varying these scales between 0.5 and 2 times their nominal value while keeping their ratio between 0.5 and 2 [36] . PDF uncertainty is determined by taking the root mean square of the variation when using different replicas of the default PDF set [37] . Contributions of the systematic uncertainties to selection efficiency of the FCNC Higgs boson production are summarized in the Table 6 . The total uncertainties on the number of selected signal and background (extracted from [35] ) events are incorporated into statistical model as a nuisances neglecting the correlations. Bayesian inference is used to derive the posterior probability based on the following likelihood function:
where the G -Gaussian function, N H → 4 ( = e, µ) in the presence of FCNC. The 95% C.L. expected exclusion limits on the anomalous couplings and the branching fractions are given in Table 8 .
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Sensitivity at HL-LHC
The reconstruction efficiency estimated in section 4 can be used to project the FCNC searches into HL-LHC conditions, defined by total integrated luminosity of 3 ab −1 and collision energy of 14 TeV, respectively. For the rescaling the crossections of SM Higgs boson productions are taken from [38] . The rescaling factors for crossections of→ ZZ and gg → ZZ background processes are taken from [39] . The rescaling factros for crossections of "Z + X" background processes is estimated using the corresponding crossections from MG5 aMC@NLO 2.5.2 [27] simulation of dominated Z + jets process. The cross section ratio for the different processes are summurised in table 7. Statistical analyses from section 4 is reproduced for the new conditions. The dominated systematic uncertainties on the simulation originating from theoretical sources are scaled by 50% following the treatment of systematic uncertainties in [38] . In this considered scenario the theoretical uncertainties are expected to improve over time due to developments in the calculations, techniques and orders considered. The 95% C.L. expected exclusion limits on the anomalous couplings and the branching fractions are given in Table 8 . 
Sensitivity at FCC-hh
In this section the sensitivity to single Higgs boson production through FCNC in bdH and bsH subprocesses is explored for the FCC-hh experimental conditions following the [40] SM study. The H → γγ decay channel is used in this analysis. The SM single Higgs production is considered as background in additional to QCD di-photon productions including the huge tree level→ γγ component, generated up to two merged extra-jets, and a smaller loop-induced component, gg → γγ, generated up to one additional merged jet. A conservative K-factor of 2 is applied to both QCD contributions. The signal and background process generation and detector simulation are described in 3 chapter.
The photons with p T > 25 GeV, |η| < 4 and relative isolation < 0.15 are used in the following analyses. Jets are reconstructed using anti−kT algorithm with distance parameter R = 0.4 and required to have p T > 30 GeV, |η| < 3. The events are selected using the following baseline criteria:
1. at least 2 selected photons and at least one of them with p T > 30 GeV; 2. mass of the Higgs boson candidate reconstructed from the two photons with the highest p T should be |m H − 125| < 5 GeV. 
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Branching ratio 95% CL Expected Limits on: Distributions of the kinematic variables obtained after baseline selections are presented at Fig. 2, Fig. 3 and Fig. 4 .
A Boosted Decision Tree (BDT) constructed in the TMVA framework [41] is used to separate the signal signature from the background contributions. 10% of events selected for training and the remainder are used in the statistical analysis of the BDT discriminants with the CombinedLimit package. The following input variables are used for training: For each background a 20% normalisation uncertainty is assumed and incorporated in statistical model as nuisance parameter. The asymptotic frequentist formulae [42] is used to obtain an expected upper limit on signal cross section based on an Asimov data set of background-only model. The 
Experiment
B(H → bs) B(H → bd)
Meson oscillations [9] 7 × 10 95% C.L. expected exclusion limits on the branching fractions are given in Table 8 . Figure 5 shows the expected exclusion limits at 95% C.L. on the FCNC H → bs and H → bd branching fractions and FCNC couplings as a function of integrated luminosity.
Conclusions
In this work, we demonstrate that the contribution of flavour violation interaction to the production of the Higgs boson in high energy proton-proton collisions can be used for the direct search. The realistic detector simulation and accurately reproducing analysis selections of the CMS Higgs boson measurement in the four-lepton final state at √ s = 13 TeV allow to set upper limits on the branching fractions of H → bs and H → bd and project the searches into HL-LHC conditions. We also examine the sensitivity at FCChh based on Higgs boson production with H → γγ decay channel. Expected upper limits of the order of 10 −2 at 95% CL for B(H → bs) and B(H → bd) are competitive with the indirect limits from meson oscillations experiments. The outcome of our study is summarised in Table 8 
